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From the 6th to the rith ult., the Temperance

Van Mission held a Bazaar in the Holborn Town

Hall, in order to obtain funds for building more
magic lantern vans.
The result was very Satis-

factory, and two more vans will be sent out
shortly. On another page we givean illustration
of the style of caravan used by this Temperance
Society.
*

*

THE Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is issucd on the ist of every month, price One
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway

News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers,
at the following rates, post free :—
Continental.

2)-

Single copies...

-/1h ...

-/2

United States.

60 cents.
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Messrs. Mawson AnD SWan supply (free) a neat

Notices.

1/6

2

Tue. International
Photographic
Exhibition,
Leeds, will be open from Dec. 7, 1891, to Jan. 9,
1892.
*

12 months

*

»

eee

s. d.

3.00
14g

©

o

0
10

0
0

6

oO

3.0

Special quotations for a series.
Exchange Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, Id.
Advertisements must reach the office not later than the
24th of each month. All cheques and postal orders to
be
made payable to Taylor Brothers.

exposure note-book, divided off for the following
particulars :—No. of slide, hour, stop, exposure,

light, and subject.

x

*

Tue Fifty-ninth Annual Exhibition of the Royal

Cornwall

Polytechnic

Society will be heid

at

Falmouth, on the 25thinst.
“All work sent for
competition in the Photographic Depart ment
must have been executed within the last eighteen
months.

iad

»

*

THE Band of Hope Union possesses five sets of
dissolving view lanterns; these when not engaged
are employed for giving free entertainments in
workhouses and schools
*

*

*

CotoneL Drvenrortu has started for Texas,
where he intends making experiments as to the
feasibility of producing rain in arid regions by
exploding balloons, charged with oxygen and

hydrogen, at a considerable height in the air.
Tests
will also be made in exploding dynamite
Editorial communications must be addressed, The Editor;
advertisements and business communications to Taylor attached to the tails of huge kites, in connection
brothers, care of the Publishers, Dorset Works, Salistury with the theory that rain may be produce
d by
‘Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
concussion caused by powerful explosives in midAmerican Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and air.
The dynamite will be exploded in the same
85, Duane Street, New York City.
imanner as the balloons—namely, by a slender
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wire leading to the kites and connected
electric battery worked on the ground.
=

»

with

B opens, thus allowing more gas to pass. In this
manner the action is continued until the supply

an

of gas is exhausted.

>

*

R

EvrerYTHING at the Bath Photographic

Conven-

tion was a success except the lantern entertainment on the opening evening. The woodwork
of the instrument ended in flames.
102

Inside

a Regulator.
No. 3.

Tue “RevraBce.’—This regulator which has
been patented by Mr. Suiter, is perhaps, the latest
form which has been introduced to the public.
It is small in size, and has few working parts.
The valve for controlling the flow of gas from
the bottle opens inwards (see cut), and is fas-

tened direct on to a diaphragm which is simply a
thin disc of metal.
The regulator
is connected to
thebottleby the
cone
A, whichis
made of steel

burnished, so
that it isnot
liable to get in-

Hand-Cameras for Obtaining
Slides for the Lantern.
No.1
» 2
1, 3
1 &
» 3
», 6
» 7
» S
» 9
» 10
| »» 1)12
3 13

dented, and
sO Cause an im-

perfect

Uns wed]

The pressure of the gas given off is regulated
by adjusting the distance of the valve from its
seat by the clamping nuts EE, on either side of
the diaphragm, so that the disc has to spring
more or less before closing the valve.
As we had not seen one of these regulators in
action, we submitted it to the following tests: It
was coupled to a bottle containing house gas
under pressure, and the outlet connected to a
branch furnished with three ordinary household
burners. The gas was lighted at the one burner,
and little or no difference was made when the
taps at the other burners were suddenly turned off
andon. This was continued at intervals until
the bottle was about empty, and still little or no
difference was made in the flame.

gave a lecture
Tue Polish Professor, Dr. Olszewski,
a few weeks ago before the sixth congress of Polish
naturalists, at Cracow, on a new method of
He produced surprise by
liquefying oxygen.
making 200 grammes of liquid oxygen before his
audience.
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No. 15.—“ REPEATER.”
Mr. Cuswortu, of Hainault Road, Leytonstone, has,

in perfecting his ‘‘ Repeater”

Hand-Camera,

worked

Pieces are made ;
interchange-.
able, so that the |
regulator may
be attached to
any particular
make of bottle.
The controlling
action is as follows: When gas under pressure
is admitted at A, it passes the valve B, which in
its normal state stands open, to the underside of
the metal disc or diaphragm C. The outlet D
being closed by rubber tubing and stop-cock, the

internal pressure causes C to bulge upwards, this
causes the valve Bto close and become firmly
seated, thus preventing the ingress of more gas out a very efficient action for changing the plates,
from the bottle until such time as a portion is whilst the same ‘motion causes the shutter to become

drawn off at the outlet D, when the pressure
falling, the diaphragm springs back, and the valve

set.
The

plates (twelve) are secured

to their wooden

i.
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Prize Medals,

Liverpool International Exhibition,
Photographic Exhibition, 1SSS.

1886.

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Proved superior to all others.

ARCHER
43

See reports.

&

SONS,

LANTERN
SPECIALISTS,
Lists free One stamp.
Many Novelties.
to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool.
Established
Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London
All kinds of Slides made to Order.

Dissolying View

GENERAL

WANTS,

O: LANTERN

FRAME

SLIDE

&c.

MAKERS.—Wanted,

Estimate to supply all forms of Slide Frames.—
Address, FRANK ‘VEEKS, 21, Thorpe-road, Forest Gate, kK,

END for List of High-class Photographic Shides, at ts.
and &s. doz., equal to those costing treble. Sets taken
in exchange.—J. MCLELLAN, 36, St. Paul’s Rd., London, N.

1843.

wet

Houses.

D, Operator

for

Triple

Lantern,

practically

experienced in every detail; permanent engagement
travelling. State lowest salary, references, &c.—' OPTICAL,”

Magic Lanterns and Slides.

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every
description of miscellaneous property.
R. J. C. STEVENS
begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London,

Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales, are requested

Hungarton Villa, Oakleigh Road, Whetstone, Middlesex.
V

HAT OFFERS in Exchange for 2 new GRIFFITHS
lantern slide reducing Camera.—T. RUSSELL, care
of this Journal.

OMPETENT

LANTERN

can accept Occasional
171, Brockley Road, S.E.

OPERATOR
Evening

(lime-light),

Engagement.—H.,

to send particulars one week prior to Sale.

YORK’S OPTICAL LANTERN
(ELEVEN

PRIZE

SLIDES

instance, “ L,"' c/o the Kditor.

MEDALS)

May be obtained from all the leading Opticians, Photographic
Dealers and Chemists, from whom
Catalogues
may be had
application ; also, direct from

YORK

87,

LANCASTER

ROAD,

&

SON,

NOTTING

HILL,

NEGATIVES

TT.

J.

Manufacturing
Lantern

4, CHURCH

LONDON,

on

DNGAGEMENT
wanted by Expcricnced Operator to
“4 manipulate lantern during the coming season, in and
around London preferred —DNNERGY, care of this Journal.

W.

10 FT. Oxygen Bottle wanted, can give useful exchange,
Reply at once as bottle require by August ith.—
G. S. PRITCHARD, care of the Editor.

EOUGHT.

DOGGETT,

Tin-Plate Worker
and Photographic

LANE,

UPPER

to the Optical
Trades,

ST., LONDON,

Lanterns in Japanned Tin-Plate or Mahogany—Russian

N.

Iron Lamps.

SPHCLAL.
3} Hand-painted

Slides, from 4d.;

ATENT
of HAND-CAMERA
FOR
SALE.
This
Camera is one of those described in THE OPTICAL

MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL, in the series, Zand Cameras
for obtaining Slides for the Lantern.—Address in first

Photographic,

O

YOUNG
LADY
ARTISTS.
‘Expe.ienced Slide
Colorist;wanted.—Apply personally to Trade Manager,
' 4, Ludgate Hill (1st floor).

J. H. STEWARD'S —
high-class OPTICAL

from

6d. ; beautifully-coloured Slides in Sets of 12, price 4s. 6d.;
“Stanley ’” Slides on Sale or Hire, lowest prices in the
trade; Comic Slipping in Mahogany Frames, 7s. 6d. doz.;
Lever Action, 2s. 3d.; Rackwork, 3s. each ; Best quality
Interchangeable, Double Motion Chromatropey, 4s. 6d.;

And DISSOLVING

VIEW APPARATUS

ILLUSTRATED

406, 457,

CATALOGUES,

STRAND;

LANTERNS
with all latest improvements.

Gratis,

Post-frec.

54, CORNHILL,

LONDON,

Extra Discs, 1s. per pair; Lecturer’s Reading Lamps, with
Flash Shutter, showing

“Lightning

Red Light Signal, 3s. 6d.;

Small Lanterns, from id. doz.; Magic Lante:ns

NEW

equally cheap.
CATALOGUES PUST-FREE.

ROBERT
“MARVEL”

10s. 6d.

For

& Coa,,

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
Depot

AND

DEALERS.

for Second-Hand
Cameras,
Lenses, &c., by
most Noted Makers.
Catalogue post free.

the

20, Cranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.

HERTS.

IMMENSE

HUNTER

MANUFACTURERS

H. CLARK,

ROYSTON,

SANDS,

the

Double Carrier Frame, ls. 3d. ; Slides for

SUCCESS

OF

THE

PATENT

DETECTIVE
OR
HAND
POSTAGE SIXPENCE EXTRA.

QUARTER PLATE,

CAMERA.
10s.

Gd.

Fitted with Achromatic Lens of perfect detinition, Fixed Focus, Instantaneous or Time Shutter, covered with Waterproof Cloth,
Each Camera Guaranteed.
SPECIMEN
PHOTO
TAREE
STAMPS.
use with Double Dark Slides.

THE

“MARVEL,”’

fitted with

Finder, 12s, Gd. each.

Postage

6d. extra.

It is more than @ toy.’ —Amwilews
“It basa good view lens, and an ingenious shutter.
. . . Is well pat together.
“The photographstaken withit
. . are far better than onc would expect withaninetrument at the figure uamed.

July 23rd.

S. WILSON & SON, 26, Talbot Square, BLACKPOOL.

Photographer, June sth, sot.
°
Lt is Simplicity itsell. "—f£Avlography

iv.
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MACALINEFORM

& Co.'s

f

Pxoro-

2, ST.

SWITHIN

ABERDEEN,

STREET,

SCOTLAND.

GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
Ist

Twenty-five Classes.

SEPTEMBER

till

3rd

OCTOBER,

Ladies’ Competition.

Prospectus may ve had sroim the Hon. Secretary, WM. GOODWIN,

Lk
3s

48 to 50, WATERLOO

s° MANUFACTURER
gs

se

SLIDES,

AND

AD., LONDON,

of MAGIC

EVERY

PHOTOGRAPHIC

LANTERNS,

DESCRIPTION

APPARATUS.

of

Patent

SATURATOR.

AIR

Write for Circular.

For Ether or Benzoline.

if

S.E.

Section.

8, Lynedoch Street, Glasgow,
Scott’s

| WARM

TYLER,

WALTER

1891.

Photo-Mechanical

VARNISH COLOURS, FOR PAINTING LANTERN SLIDES.

78

Japanned

=

‘Tin

Box,

containing

Mediums, &c., ea

i

A. W. SCOTT,

Ashcombe

12

ue

Colours

Road,

in

Bottles, , Biushes.

Bowes he each; Specia
Weston-super-Mare.

THE ‘BONANZA’ AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE HAND CAMERA.
The simplest and most perfect Automatic Detective Camera yet invented.
No
intricate mechanism to get out of order. Plates changed instantly. No double
exposures; no sticking of ‘plates. Carries 12 t-plates; cau also be used for films,
Fitted with extra rapid Lens, Thorntou-Pickard Roller Blind Shutter, also safety
Shutter, aud recessed Finder.
Measures 8 by 6 by LO$in. Is compact, portable,

Ll

and handy.

This is essentially r= Camera for high-class work.

Price £3 3s.

Tutending purchasers are invited to send for Lists giving detailed particulars.

R. & A. J. MERCER,

16, King Street, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

COMERESSED

OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, &c.,

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED

VALVES,

Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on gas suddenly.
Regulator ‘laps unnecessary.
|

LOWEST

| THE

GAS

114,

PRICES.

COMPRESSION

Primcess

St.,

COMPANY,

Manchester.

NEW LECTURE & STORY SETS, &c., for the LANTERN
Accurately Illustrated and Artistically Designed.
High-class designs made for every form and description of slide for producing Negatives and Photo Traneparencies, &c.
LECTURERS, SUCIETIP.S, and FIRMS desirous of producing NEw
SLIDES.
should consult the OLD FIM, where they will be liberally treated with.
Always NOVEL IDEAS for ORIGINAL SLIDES and SETS on hand.
For terms, particulars, &c., address—

TAYLOR,

TAYLOR,

&

HOBSON.

FRANK

WEEKS, Slide Designer, Inventor
& Draughtsmans

21, Thorpe Road, Forest

Gate, London,

Established 15 years.

E.
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carriers by an elastic band spring overeach end.

The

plates thus fitted with the carriers are set one behind
the other in the end of the camera (see cut), and are

kept firmly up to the front of this reservoir by a spiral

spring placed behind.
The front carrier is held in
position by catches, which are attached to the lever
shown at the top of the figure. At one side of the

catcha small piece of the wooden carrier is cut away,
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number of gentlemen of my acquaintance and not in
one case out of a dozen are the expenses recouped.
Whilst some of us may be able to afford this, there
are many lanternists, and good men too, whose
position in life is less fortunate and who cannot afford
the expense thus incurred.
Asthese words may possibly reach some of those to whom they apply, I hope
a more considerate policy may in future prevail in
matters they have to deal with.

so that if the catch were removed to one side it would
no longer retain the plate and carrier, but would allow
Whilst dwelling on the matter of lightness and
It to pass, when it would at once fall face down in a portability, I should like to say a word about sheets,
reservoir at bottom of camera ; and each time the lever which are very important
things.
The ordinary
is thus actuated a plate is liberated.
The movement is white calico sheet does very well, but it is not by any
very similar to the escapement of a clock, but in this means perfect.
The loss of light, owing to the
case the lever takes the part of the pendulum.
Whilst texture and the porous nature thereof, is a very serious
the lever changes the plate, it also sets the shutter
Yet, if we were
for matter, unless mixed Jets are used.
the next exposure, by altering the position of the tension to go in for the sheet that is duly prepared on the
On same. A slight touch ona
pin at side of camera principle of Tyler’s new sheet, which is the best I
suffices to liberate the shutter and make the exposure. have yet seen, not only is the weight greater, but the
The lens, which is set at fixed focus, is provided
with sheet itself must not be folded or creased, but must be
rotating stops. At the side of the camera is a small rolled.
This is a difficulty that cannot be got over
Opening, at which a different number is shown as each where handiness is a first necessity, and yet a thing
plate is changed.
As it is only necessary to push from r2ft. to rsft. in length cannot well be carried on
the lever from one side to the other, in order to change acab; itis, inshort, an impediment and a nuisance.
a plate, several plates can, if necessary, be exposed
‘in There is, so far as I know, no means of getting over
a surprisingly short time.
this difficulty at present. The ordinary cotton-sheet,
The camera is nicely finished in ebonized wood, and which will roll or fold up and go into a bag with the
weighs, when charged, about 3tlb.
folding or jointed screen and stand, has its defects, but
on the whole perhaps is the best where portability is
102
so essential.
Take again the frame-work on which
How! Became a Lanternist.—VI. the
average screen is hung: they are heavy, costly,
By THe Vice-Prestvexr of ‘run Lanter
and awkward to move about with. I have got on very
n Socrery.
well with a frame that splits up into ten parts, made of
(Continued from page 128.)
: light wood and with light joints ; but such a frame can
: only be made tocarry the ordinary white sheet.
It is.
IN mylast I spoke about the divided
lantern and very light and handy, the whole thing weighing rolb.
now wish to add a word or two.
Whilst I have a! to 16lb., including the case in which it folds, the size
mahogany box that takes both
halves, or in other being roft. Gin. This holds a disc which is big enough
words the lantern complete, pune
a smaller box for for ordinary rooms.
one witha L handle at the to
or ready
portable lifting
Perhaps the time has come when most of our public
and carrying ; but still it in a big cine,
a es deal schools and public halls should be fitted with a sheet
too large. In fact, as [ maintain,
most lanterns are
permanently fixed, so as tolower and raise.
In-ssome
needlessly so ; as I have said, if I were
to have a new of our great towns in the Midlands and in the North
lantern built, the following are the points
A question of its disfiguring the
attend to :—Greater lightness with reduction I should; this has been done.
in size end of aroom, or having the cornice attached to walls,
lightening the box and all appliances,
as I believe to which the trustees and others object, is a very small
with such results quite as satisfactory
and effective matter.
Schoolrooms should be fitted (at least, in all
might be obtained.
The lantern outfit is a most
cases where possible) with every facility for so popular,
dificult and expensive thing to get from
one place to
another.
Now why, may I ask, cannot we make pleasant, and useful an apparatus as the optical lantern, which is fast becoming one of the teachers of
ee Bh tae
as all round, by lessening the
' our time.
Ni ight
er and te
size, an by going
ing
i for greate
in
r
i
r simpli
ici
city
I do not propose going into such matters as the
details of fittings; these have been ably dealt with in
Another thing: I_ have always found
considerable ‘ Editorial’ and contributed articles in this Journal.
difficulty in getting, in London at least,
one's appara- Gas in cylinders is so readily procured, so clean,
tus from one place to another.
It is expensive, it is effective, and econamical as to time and money, that
risky, and anxious work to send them
by the ordinary it is a matter in which we are not likely to make any
carrying companies.
Supposing a man uses his own
great-improvement for atime.
The best plan isto
gas apparatus and gives his own time,
and employs have two bottles.
An ordinary Sft. or roft. will usually
horse vehicles for transit,;it means in
many cases give a couple of exhibitions with a blow-through jet.
double expense.
I think at least it should be under- Supposing a bottle used on the last occasion may be
stood, even amongst amateurs, that where
expenses half-filled, start it first, and let it go until empty, and
in these exhibitions are incurred they should
be met
by those for whom he exhibits. Of course, such a thing attach another incase itshouldrun short. Thus, while
one is being used and is always ready for use, another
as a fee is out of the question and wou'd make the can be sent away to be filled. One thus feels indemana professional at once.
Yet I call to mind a' pendent of that terrible possibility —gas running short.
great many exhibitions that have been given by a
(To be continued. )
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The Lucigraph—A New
Signal.

Marine

AN instrument termed the Lucigraph, intended for
marine signalling at night, has recently been patented
injAmerica and Europe.

The Scentific American,

in

describing it, says it is adapted for use by the mercantile marine, by lighthouses, signal, coast-guard, telegraph and other stations, and for the use of lightships.
It,is constructed on the principle of the stereopticon
or

magic

lantern, and is worked

by keys

similar to

the type-writer, each key being attached to a metal
plate stencilled in any desired character,
such as a letter
of the alphabet or numeral. _Each key is painted

with a character similar to that cut out of the plate to
which it is attached, and when pressed, it projects the
letter plate before the light, throwing the said charac-

ter on a screen.
For ordinary use an Argand burner kerosene lamp
isgsufficiently strong, as it is estimated that every
five-candle power gives a range of vision of about a
quarter of a mile on a bright moonlight night. Of
course, for higher and better service, the electric or
lime-light should be used in the lantern.
The signals can be read by any one without instruc-

flash code, and by exposing the bull’s-eye lens and
working a special mechanism it can be made to signal
quite as fast and to a greater distance than most of
the patent flash code lamps in use.
It has been exhaustively tested by practical men in
all weathers, and has received

much favourable com-

ment.
The screen should be of white duck or of some
bright colour. A house may be used, or anything
giving a flat surface confronting the point to be signalled to, but the most efficient device is probably a
diamond-shaped duck screen located on the bridge,
which may be hoisted or lowered at pleasure, and held
in place by stays, as shown in the cut, so that it can
be turned at pleasure toward any point of the compass.

Colouring Lantern

Slides.— No. 2.

By A. W. Scott.
(Continued from page 130.)

Madder Lake and Rose Madder.—Madder lake or
pink madder is very similar in tint to rose madder.
They are beautiful colours, permanent and perfectly
transparent, and give brighter reds on the screen than

crimson lake. Being very weak in colouring power,
they are useless for dabbing.
It is necessary to pile
international code, are used, it can be read by any on the paint with the brush before any approach to a
Prepared in oil, they require
one using the code book carried on all ships. It would deep red is obtained.
be found useful on pilot boats for signalling their num- | weeks to dry, unless a drying oven is used; but in
bers as well as for speaking ships. It also signals by any varnish they dry quicker, and are more intense. They
tion, and when code letters, like those of the universal
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are expensive colours, and are not much used on this
account.
Flesh.—This is a perfectly transparent brownish
red, sold in bottles

by dealers

in varnish colours.

It

137.

Varnishes.—Oil colours require the addition of some

suitable medium or varnish, in order

to render them

transparent. For slide painting, a good varnish should
be free from colour ;when dry, the film should havea
flat glassy surface, and be hard and tough, and not
liable to soften much when heated. It should be of
such a consistence that dabbing is possible, with or

is not a dye, but is of the nature of a varnish, and can
be had either quick or slow drying.
Gamboge.—A bright yellow, giving excellent greens
when combined with Prussian blue.
It has little without the addition of colours; while it should also
it should not
intensity, and if prepared in oil is very slow in drying. | dryin a moderate time ; and when dry,
Gamboge varnish can, however, be obtained, which soften if a subsequent layer of varnish is applied.
| Such a varnish, made by careful mixture of several
will dry as quickly as mastic varnish.
Italian Pink.—A bright yellow, more intense than ingredients, can be obtained from the writer under
the name of Special Varnish; it dries hard in fifteen
gamboge, and therefore better for dabbing.
Prepared
in oil in the usual collapsible tubes, it is very slow in minutes with the aid of heat. The varnishes obtaindrying, many days being required, if not assisted by able at the artists’ dealers may also be employed, and
the application of heat.
It is chiefly with weak a short description of their qualities may be useful.
Mastic Varnish —This is one of the most colourless
colours, such as the yellows, that the advantage of
of varnishes, made by dissolving mastic gum in
varnish colours over oil paints becomes conspicuous.
Yellow Lake.—This is similar to Italian pink, but it turpentine ; the gum dissolves very slowly. When
has a slight brown tinge. It is moderately intense, applied to glass with the brush, it soon sets and
and pale tints can be dabbed with it ; it is rather slow | becomes too hard for dabbing ; this may be cured by
Mastic gum when heated
in drying. The yellows are all perfectly transparent, : adding a little magilp.
:
but owing to the colour of artificial light being yellow becomes soft and almost liquid.
Copal Varnish.—This is not so colourless as mastic,
or orange as compared with daylight, they usually
but is cheaper, leaves a thicker film, and will do for
appear very pale on the screen.
Burnt Sienna.—A rich orange brown, fairly intense, comic slips and the like.
Magilp.—This is a transparent, jelly-like substance,
and well adapted for dabbing; it also dries well.
There are different qualities of this pigment in the sold in collapsible tubes. and is said to be a mixture of
market, some being more transparent than others; : mastic and drying oil. M-gilp dries very slowly ; but
but none are perfectly transparent, and hence the when it is dry it does not soften with heat, and is not
colour usually appears a little darker on the screen liable to disturbance when subsequent work is applied.
than on the slide. It is the most useful brown for the However, many days are required before magilp
becomes thoroughly hard, but as with other varnishes,
slide painter.
:
Burnt Umber.—This is a darker brown than burnt drying may be hastened by heat.
transparent cement, which
Balsam.—A
Canada
sienna, and is intense, dabbing easily, and drying
quickly. Itis not perfectly transparent, though there is may be thinned with turpentine, and used as a varnish.
It| It is apt to leave a very sticky film, to which dust
little loss of richness in pale washes of the colour.
is chiefly in the deeper tints that this defect shows adheres, and it takes a long time to dry hard normally. When dry it will be found, on warming the
itself.
Asphaltum.—A perfectly transparent brown, not glass, that the balsam becomes quite liquid again,
very intense.
It is of the nature of a varnish, being hence its use requires judgment.
It is,| Japanners' Gold Size.—This has a strong brown
made by dissolving asphaltum in oil or varnish.
For
colour, and is unsuitable for blues and purples.
however, not so useful as the two preceding colours.
Caledonian Brown Mummy and Vandyke Brown ‘other colours, however, it answers well ; it leaves a
Mummy is quite transparent, of a | bright surface, dries quickly, and after a few days, the
are other browns.
yellowish tint : Caledonian brown is fairly transparent; film does not soften again by heat. Linseed, nut, and
and Vandyke brown is rich in colour, but loses con- poppy oils are not of much use in slide-painting, as
siderably in richness when shown on the screen, they dry too slowly, and do not impart the transparowing to want of transparency.
Practically these three | ence and smooth bright surface desirable. Magilp is
perhaps the best substitute when an oily medium is
colours can be dispensed with.
Afauve.—This is a useful colour, as it gives us the : wanted to mix with a quick-drying varnish.
Brushes. —The “ brown water-colour sables ” are the
brightest violets procurable.
The tint may be modified
by adding other colours, such as blues and pinks. It best for colouring slides,either with varnish or with watere
is sold in collapsible tubes, also in bottles as a varnish colours. The red sables are stiffer in the hairs. Two
colour.
It is quite transparent, and __ sufficiently or three brushes will suffice ; one may be half-an-inch
intense for dabbing, and is useful in skies and cast long in the visible portion of the hairs ; another may
‘be a size smaller; and one “liner” brush—the hairs
shadows.
Verdigris is a rich green, fairly transparent, and about an inch long for painting fine lines—will be
very useful for grass, foliage, &c.
The tint may be useful. The brushes should be fitted on sticks about
modified by the addition of yellow or burnt sienna. It four inches long ; an egg-cup containing turpentine
will enable them to be readily cleaned after each tint
ds not suitable for dabbing.
Ivory Black, Lamp Black, Blue Black are all good is applied, the brush being first dipped in the fluid

intense pigments, capable of being dabbed, and of ; and then wiped on acloth. The brush should always
making excellent greys when diluted with varnish or be put away c!ean, with the hairs drawn toa point.

megilp, and of producing sober tints when mixed with
the bright colours. They dry quickly, especially when
gnixed with mastic varnish.

If the hairs should become divergent and crooked,
they may be corrected by dipping them in hot water
and then stroking the hairs straight with the fingers.
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The Palette should be of white porcelain, as wood

covering the side of the van.
The van isused mainly
A good : for visiting villages where temperance teachings may
by a piece of |not be popular ; in spreading temperance teaching,

palettes are useless for transparent colours.

Substitute for a palette may be made
clear glass about half-plate size, with a half-sheet of |and in organizing work.
vue notepaper gummed at the corners of the under
During its first few months its missioners have
side.
secured one thousand adherents to the total abstinence
The Easel.—A small retouching desk makes a very pledge, and been the means of forming
a score of
good easel. The slideis held atan angle of about 4Sdeg., Good Templar lodges, and other
temperance organizaand a sheet of white paper placed horizontally under tions, on hitherto unoccupied, and sometimes hostile,
the slide will enable the details to be clearly seen. ground.
Some artists, especially those who only paint slides
The lantern is a feature which greatly takes among
occasionally,
prefer to dispense with an easel and hold

the slide in the fingers.
If this plan is adopted, a box
about six inches high may be placed on the table: a

sheet of notepaper laid on the box, and the slide with
its lower edge resting on this paper, may be held at a
suitable angle by the left hand. Of course only the
right hand is then at liberty for work, but the slide
can be easily laid flat on the paper when cleaning
brushes and the like, so that the method is handier
than it might at first appear to be.
(To be continued. )
10:

The

Good

Templar

Van

and

the villagers of all ages. The good work already done
has occasioned a call for more vans similarly equipped,
and to build these the Good Templars—who have over
one hundred thousand juvenile and adult members
in England alone—have just held a bazaar at Holborn
Town Hall, where many M.P.'s and other dignitaries
attended, and some £900 was received, while the goods
remaining will realise several hundreds more in aftersales.

The lantern takes the usual 33in. slides, and any

who may feel disposed to donate any temperance
slides, they can be addressed to Good Templar Buildings, Edmund Street, Birmingham, where they will be:
gratefully acknowledged by Mr. Joseph Malins.

Lantern.
THE annexed reduced pen-and-ink sketch depicts the
first Good Templar Mission Van, which was dedicated
last year at their Crystal Palace Féte, and has since
travelled through Kent. Hants, Isle of Wight, Surrey,
Middlesex, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Lincoln, and

Yorkshire,

and

is now in Lancashire.

missionaries—Mr.
temperance

and

Its attendant

Mrs. Fisk, of London—give

addresses, and exhibit

with

their

magic

On Colouring
Slides

witn

By ARTHUR

Dry-Plate
Aniline

Lantern

Colours.

LE BOUTILLIER.

|

NO one who has attended illustrated lectures or exhibitions of lantern slides can have failed to observe the
pleasure with which well-coloured pictures are received

by the audience.

Not only do such make a break in

the monotony of the plain slides, but, if true to nature,

with the tints delicately and judiciously applied, they
give a realism to the scene unobtainable in the plain
photograph.
Makers of lantern slides are apt, when at work, to
overlook the fact that the perfection of the picture
depends on its appearance on the screen, and not on.
the beauty of the slide itself. Hence it is that so.
many wet-plate slides (nearly all, in fact) are too dense
to look brilliant and transparent in the shadows when
enlarged much more than to sixteen or eighteen feet,
even with the very best of modern stereopticons.
The:
idea that absolutely clear glass in sky and water is.
always necessary is passing away before the beautiful
cloud effects and reflections so easily obtained in dryGOOD
TEMPLARS
TEMPERANCE
MISSION
VANplate slides, and, above all, colour can be so quickly
lantern in the open-air, when the evenings—with the and easily given to these effects that the glaring brush.
aid of an awning to darken the sheet—are dark enough or finger-marked slides so common to-day will soon be
to show the series of ‘“‘ Buy Your Own Cherries,” or the ' as obsolete as the old oil-painted views of twenty years
specially-made Good Templar and temperance series | ago. If any reader of this little article will adopt the
of photographic slides they possess.
- following few hints, aided by his own experience,
The van is a veritable house on wheels, with success in obtaining beautiful coloured slides will be
collapsible harmonium, folding chairs, tables and bed, assured.
;
enamelled iron and “ crockery-ware” ; a winter coalFor this work the common aniline dye colours are
cooking stove, and a summer “ Wanzer Cooker Mes used.
Three brushes are necessary: one broad
books and pamphlets for sale; diagrams to lecture with; |camel’s-hair, about an inch in width, one medium-sized
hymn sheets for singing, and pledge-cards for signing. | fine-pointed sable brush, and one quite small sable
A long platform falls down from its side, with an ‘brush for very delicate tinting. Prepare a medium.
extension gangway from it to a small lantern platform, | solution of gum arabic—that sold in bottles in any
from whence the pictures are projected on a sheet |Stationery store will do—and all is ready. The work
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A

PRACTICAL

HAND

CAMERA
AND

A

COMMON-SENSE

WAY

OF

USING

IT.

See Hand Camera Pamphlet (just published), 2 Stamps.

CAMERA

WITH

RACK AND

£2 15s.

PINION

FOCUSSING, INDEX

RR LENS, 35s. EXTRA.

SIZE, SHAVE

AND

KERSHAW

AND WEIGHT

SHUTTER
OF

A BOX OF CIGARS.
It is admitted by all disinterested photographers of expcrience thatI have
produced

the most

practical

Hand Camera

ever offered.

It is not a Magazine,

and has, therefore, not the intricacy of a sewing machine, because such is not
required. It is a straightforward, common-sense apparatus for a certain purpose;

viz., “Snap Shot”

Photography ; and at the same time cqually suitable for use

as any ordinary camera for time exposures when mounted on a tripod, &c.
By not being a Magazine it has the merit of simplicity, and by being provided
with Barnett’s Patent

Dark Slides (for which

I am the sole agent in Europe) it

has the virtue of efficiency, besides other advantages, such as portability, lightness,
&c., &c. (and these are not all; you must read the pamphlet).
But just try and think of the scores of times a Hand Camera is required for
perhaps two or three exposures only. With this Camera, two or three, four or
five, or six plates may be carried in the pocket as little memoranda books, and we:
can sally forth with a perfect little instrument no bigger than a cigar box. But
with a Magazine Camera we must trudge off with the whole affair, sometimes as

big as a portmanteau, for the sake of one or two exposures, and to change the
Plates we must set some machincry in motion, “turn this button first, push up:
this knob and release that spring,’’ and adjust the whole so carefully, or it won’t
go, “hold it quite level, then turn the whole thing over,” or fiddle about with a.
black bag, and so on, and so on. In fact, the whole thing is too ridiculous in the:
face of a simpler method.
My method of holding a Hand Camera—viz., under the chin—has, since it was.

first published in the British Journal of Photography, met with such approval, -

that there can be little doubt it will become universal.
common-sense ideas connected with my Camera.
PAMPHLET

CATALOGUE,

It was only one of the

2 STAMPS.

W.
I. CHADWICK,
2, ST. MARY’S STREET, MANCHESTER.

vi.
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An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.
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Pictures.

Ask for Lantern

List.

LONDON.

9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON.
251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
Price
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WIEws,
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RECORD
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THE

PROGRESS

OF

NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Photoaraphic Wews

Is a high-class journal that has long been recognised as the guide and instructor of the beginner, the medium of communi‘cation and interchange of ideas between more advanced students, and the record of all improvements and discoveries

which take place in photography and the allied sciences. It contains information derived from foreign as well as domestic
sources ; reviews of photographic books, reports of the transactions of English and foreign photographic societies replies to
correspondents seeking information on photographic and other scientific subjects of a like nature, &c., &e.
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must be done by daylight, in order to get the proper

\

Editorial

tones.

Make the dry-plate slide in the usual way, and to
the density desired, using any of the developers, with
care, however, that the plate is well cleared of hypo
after fixing, and that no sediment from the water
remains on the film.
The sky is coloured while the slide is still wet.
Place a few drops of blue colour from its bottle on a
plate, and beside it a drop or so of the gum solution.
Holding the slide in the left hand, with sky downward,

take the largest brush from a glass of clear water,
where it has been soaking for a few minutes, and
without squeezing out much of the water from the hair,
take up some of the colour and gum from the plate.
The plate must be kept very wet during the tinting of
the sky by dipping the brush constantly in the glass of
water.
Begin at the bottom of the slide (which is the
top of the picture), and with rapid strokes of the brush,
from side to side on the film, work up to near the
horizon line, making the colour deeper and deeper by
repeated applications, until satisfied with its intensity.
If the colour should be too intense when finished,
soaking or brushing with clear water will reduce it.
In sunset effects, after the blue is finished, a very much
diluted application of rose colour should be blended
into the blue near the horizon, then next to that a slight
trace of lemon-yellow, or whatever tint the artist
desires ; but throughout the whole work on the sky
the plate must be kept wet, as the moment the film

begins to get sticky and hardens, the brush will make
streaks init. The time required to tint the sky should
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Table.

COLOURED SLIDES.—We have received specimens
of slides coloured by Mr. F. J. Stedman (address in
advertisement on last page).
These are brilliant,
soft and pleasing.
Mr, Stedman, when making trans:
parencies on his own lantern plates, develops them of a
tone to correspond with the colouring. Thus, in the
case of a scene to represent moonlight, the image is

produced with a violet or bluish tone.
has lately entered
requirements of a
are informed that
are tested in the

Mr. Stedman

the field, and fully understands the
coloured lantern transparency.
We
the qualities of each finished slide
lantern by limelight before leaving

his studio.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL, 2s. (Illifeand Son).

We

only received our copy of this useful Annual about the
same time that it was announced oué of print. Those
who have obtained copies will appreciate the valuable
information

afforded

in the

articles, descriptions of

apparatus, and tables, which occupy several hundreds
of pages. Some fine mechanical and other prints are
also to be found in this Annual.
FALLOWFIELD’S ANNUAL
CATALOGUE (1S.) FOR
1891 is one-sixth larger than that forlast year, occasioned
chiefly by the greater assortment of apparatus stocked.

Instructions are given for working various photographic
processes.
One hundred and fifty hints are also
added. These are specially interesting.

not exceed five minutes.
While the plate is drying, but before it is quite so,
is the best time to work in greensand the broader colours
of the landscape.
Mix lemon-yellow and blue, lemonyellow and dark green, and orange and dark green,
and any colour of foliage can be obtained by varying

10:

Society

Meetings.

NorTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SoctEry.—July 13,.
Mr.H.Smithin the chair, Objects of interest were passed round
for inspection. The new patterns—Thornton Pickard and:
the proportions. The foliage which is against the sky the “ Automatiquc” time and instantaneous shutters were
must be tinted after the plate is dry with the small shown. Cameras were shown by Mr. Braine and Mr, Gill.
brush, or the colour will run into the blue.
For rocks, An ingeniously devised printing frame, to be used in combina-stone buildings, &c., use a light tint of violet; for tion printing, or for making lantern slides by contact from
roadways, paths, &c., use browns, yellows, and violet; selected portions of a larger negative, was shown by the
The usual competition of views taken at the
for sea-water, dark green and blue; for still water, president.
reflect the sky as nearly as possible. Best of all, study society’s field days was then held. Mr. H. Smith received
the vote of merit for views of Enfield and High Beech.
nature and reproduce it.
LIvERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.—
These coloured slides may be mounted as usual
with mat and cover glass. Thecolours are not affected The fifth ordinary meeting of the 28th session took place on
June 25, in the association club rooms, 3, Lord-street, Mr. P.

by heat or cold, as they are incorporated in the film of
the plate. It is best.to keep from dust as much as
possible when at work.
If it settles on the sky while
tinting, wash the whole thing underthetap.
Don't try
to pick it off or rub it off with the fingers or brush.
Blue can be reduced in intensity by rinsing the plate,
the other colours cannot ; so be careful not to have

International Photographic Exhibition was brought up for
discussion, and was, on the motion of Colonel Ellison,
seconded by Mr. Glazebrook, unanimously passed and
approved. The best thanks of the society were then tendered
to Mr. T. S. Mayne, the Exhibition hon. secretary, by whose

sunsets too intense.

through.

Better coloured slides can be made on dry-plates
than those prepared by the wet process.
Inthe words
of Buchanan Read: “If you don’t believe it, try it."—
The Photographic Times.

sum of £§0 as a mark of their appreciation of his efforts.
The president showed some prints of sub-marine explosions.
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SoMETIMES the objective (of alantern) which is a combination does not produce a sufficiently flat field ; this difficulty
may be overcome by removing the thin metal ring which
separates the back lens.—T. A. Furnivel.

Cange in the chair.

The balance-sheet of the Liverpool

prolonged and arduous exertions the Exhibition was carrie!

The society also asked Mr. Mayne to accept the

taken by him recently outside the river Mersey, durin:
the experiments of the submarine miners’ division for the
defences of the Port of Liverpool.
The principal picture
taken illustrates an explosion of the 1oolb. gun-cotton charge,
the column of water forced up rising to over rooft.
OxFoRD PHOTO Soctety.—The new rooms of this Society
at 136, High-street, Oxford, were opened on the 7th ult., and:
will remain open daily during each day and evening.
Hotrorn Camera CLus.—On July 10, Mr. T. O. Dear
(vice-president) in the chair, Mr. E. Clifton gave the mem-
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bers a few hints on the ‘ Method of Finishing the Negative.”
Notes and Queries.
He had found that amateurs took a great cleal more trouble
in developing their negatives than professionals, but in fixing
Fred.
A, Robinson writes : “Ihave a 3in. optical lantern,
and washing they reduced the careful developing to xéJ.
While the print was in the fixing bath they would look at it but am neither satisfied with the brilliancy nor size of the
disc.
Can you tell me if there is any other form of light that
every now and again and admire; the air acting upon the
I can adopt without much more trouble or expense?
silver caused the film to turn a sickly yellow. and the result
It
seems
to
me that oxy-hydrogen limelightistoo expensive and
was flat negatives. Speaking of the final washing. he said a
troubleso
me
for occasional exhibitions to a few friends in
negative not thoroughly washed was very liable to damp, to
say nothing of fading and other kindred evils. He finished one’s private house. Is there any other means of getting the
desired
result?
Ansover.—Doubtless- the oxy-calcium or
his excellent hints by some remarks on reducing and intensiYou will find
fying. An interesting discussion followed, chiefly on reduc- spirit jet would suit your requirements.
particular
s
of
it in our issue for September, 1889.
ing and packing of exposed plates on a tour.
J. Knight, jun. —Fix your star dissolver as follows : Secure
PHOTO SocrETY OF GREAT BriTaAIN.—The rooms of this
Society, (50, Great Russell-street, W.C.), were closed on the it in place with the small bye-pass tubes standing vertical, so
that the bye-pass taps are on the upper half. Connect the
2gth ult., and will be re-opened on the 2Sth inst.
SHEFFIELD PHoTo SocieTy.—On July 7, Mr. B. J. hydrogen supply with the horizontal tube from the left-hand
Taylor in the chair, Mr. Hibbert brought for inspection G. side of star, then the two tubes standing at an angle of 45deg.
Houghton and Son's Automatic hand camera, fitted with one on the left respectively to the hydrogen tube ofjets in upper
The oxygen supply is connected in
of Wray’s lenses. Mr. E. Beck gave a practical demonstra- and lower lanterns.
tion on platinotype printing, by the hot bath process, which similar manner with the horizontal tube, at right-hand, and
the other tubes with oxygen side of jets in upper and lower
‘was a great success, and fully appreciated by the members.
lanterns.
After you light up, adjust the bye-passes ; a few
CROYDON MIcROSCOPICAL AND NATURAL
History
minutes will suffice to enable you to understand the mamner
‘CLuB.— Photographic Section.—
An ordinary meeting was
held on July 3, when a numerous assortment of negatives and in which either or both lights may be turned up.
Rt. W. Stiles.—You do not state the focus of lens with
prints were exhibited, taken by members during the recent
which you want to makea 15ft. disc. If it is a gin. focus,
excursions,
The next ordinary meeting on August 7.
the distance between lantern and sereen must be 20ft 3 if Sin.,

25ft.; if in., 3oft.; if 7in., 35{t.; if Sin., 40ft.; and so on,”
See the table in our issue fur last October.
Murgen,—Look for a leak of light in the camera.
L. Park,—The varnish pot may be new in this country,
EXHIBITION AT PALL MALL.
but it has been in use in America for the last ten years.
[ Lo the Editor]
M.—AIl lenses of the same focus will project a disc of ©
Str,—The Exhibition Committee of the Photographic similar size at the same distance. The make or form of lens
Society of Great Britain desire me to inform you that the has nothing to do with this.
annual exhibition of that Society will be held at the Gallery
LI. Davidson.—See reply to R. W. Stiles.
The same
of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours, a, Pall rule applies, no matter what the distance may
be; now in
Mall East, irom Monday, the 28th of September, until your case you want a r2ft. disc, with
lantern 75ft. from
‘Thursday, the 12th of November next.
screen.
A lens of18in. or tgin. focus.
The exhibition will be opened daily (Sundays excepted)
Ed. Beach.—In some back numbers of the Journal you
from ten a.m. to five p.m., and on Monday, Wednesday, speak oftubes being filled with powdered pumice.
Kindly
Thursday, and Saturday evenings from seven p.m. to ten.
tell me what this is. Reply.—Pumice is hardened lava
The following gentlemen have been appointed judges, and thrown out by volcanoes,
thave consented to act: Messrs. J. E. Austin, F. Hollyer,
Cautious.—Yes, the quantity of gas can be obtained by
P. H. Newman, F. M. Sutcliffe, and J. B. B. Wellington.
weighing the cylinder.
Messrs. J. H. Steward, Strand, inMedals will be placed at their disposal for artistic, troduced a special kind of scales for this purpose.
:
‘scientific, and technical excellence of photographs, for lantern
B. E.—We cannot at the present give a list of the novelties
transparencies, and for apparatus,
to be introduced, but may perhaps in our next issue.
Negatives and transparencies, photo-mechanical prints,
Novice, B. B.,and EF, Hunter, —Queries came too late for
photographs of purely scientific
interest, photographs insertion in this number.
coloured by scientific or mechanical means, and apparatus
A POST-OFFICE ORDER has been received from Belgium,
and appliances containing points of special interest. will be but without any letter ofinstruction.
admitted ; but photographs coloured by hand will not be
705
;
admitted.
Photographic lantern slides will be shown on the evenings
EXPLOSION IN AFRICA.—We are informed by a corresthe exhibition is open, by means of the society's optical pondent in Africaof the following
: It having been announced
lantern,
The Exhibition Committee will be glad to receive that the Rev. A. Vine Hall, of Claremont
, would deliver an
slides for exhibition, especially such as are illustrative of life interesting lecture
at Cape Town, on 23rd June, illustrated by
and scenery in the British Colonies and Possessions.
No the latest limelight views, an audience of between forty or
charge will be made for exhibiting such slides, which should fifty were assembled, when, at
twenty minutes to eight, a loud
be delivered at the offices of the saciety early in September, explosion was heard.
The explosion extinguished the gas in
dn order to enable thecommittee to group and arrange them.
the hall, and caused. considerable alarm, but fortunately no
Slides, however, will not be eligible for a medal unless the panic occurred,
The explosion took place, it is conjectured,
conditions in the prospectus be observed.
by the accidental contact of the oxygen and hydrogen gases,
Blank entry forms and any further information respecting which shattered the limelight
apparatus, destroyed all the
the exhibition, apparatus and lantern slides can be obtained slides, and scattered the
occupants of the room in all direc.
on application to the Assistant Secretary, P.S.G.B., 50, tions. The explosion brought
down most of the ceiling
Great Russell-street, London, W.C.—I have the pleasure to boards, and blew out some
panes: of glass. Firemen were
be; your obedient servant,
H. A. LAWRANCE,
promptly on the spot, but their services were not required.
Assistant Secretary.
The damage is estimated at 450.
It is needless to say
Photographic Society of Great Britain, 50, Great Russell- that the lecture did not take
place, but will be reserved for
street, W.C., July 3, 1891.
‘ some more favourable opportunity.
10:
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